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Exploring 
Barranco!



Parque del 
Amor!



Downtown 
Lima!



Huaca Pucllana Group Dinner !



New 
Years 
Eve!



New Years Day (Museo Larco)!



Ceviche Class!

The best dance partner!! ^

Dance Class!



Group Dinner at La Rosa Nautica!



Day in Paracas!



First Day in Cusco!



Second Day in Cusco!



Third Day in Cusco!



Group Dinner at Central!



Things I learned!

● Peru is home to some of the best 
restaurants in the world!! 

● They considers meals with friends and 
family and experience, so they don’t 
rush and enjoy the time spent together!

● The driving there is more hectic than 
in America, but they also are more 
lenient with driving mistakes!

● ArcGIS is much more than just 
mapping. It is a very productive way to 
distribute and decipher data!

● Class is more fun with coffee breaks!
● It is okay to be out of your comfort 

zone, embrace the experiences :)
● Traveling abroad can earn you life 

long friendships!



Thank you Peru!

This trip exceeded my expectations in so 
many ways. I loved getting to learn more 
about the Peruvian culture. There was so much 
value in the time that we had to explore Lima 
and Cusco, while making new or becoming 
better friends with everyone along the way. I 
personally saw so much growth in myself 
from before the trip. It taught helped me in my 
confidence in making decisions and with 
communicating with people. It also taught me 
that it is okay to slow down and enjoy the 
moments that you are in. Learning from 
different cultures is a beautiful thing and 
should never be taken for granted. 

I strongly encourage anyone that has an 
opportunity to go aboard to take it! You’ll 
never believe all that you will learn :)



Thank you!!!
mkatherine15@tamu.edu


